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ABSTRACT
This work focused on the industrial tool 5’s, the methodology adopted in 5S and implementation in automobile two
wheeler service centre. It can be observed that by other reserchers that introducing the 5S rules bring great changes
in the service centre, for example, the display boards, tool arrangements, layout design, and the spare parts
arrangement according
ccording to their category. The 5S is the methodology of creating and maintaining well organized
clean, highly effective and high-quality
quality workplace. Own research clearly showed that very essential is the training
of service manager and mechanics about the 5S rules. The essential issue is to divide activities into some main steps
and to take care of the continual improvement. 5’S could be a systematic technique utilized by organizations comes
from 5 Japanese words; Seiri (sort), Seiton (set in order), Seiso (shine), Seiketsu (standardize), and Shitsuke
(sustain). This system helps to prepare a workroom for potency and reduce wasting and optimize quality and
productivity via watching an organized surrounding.

Keywords: 5S methodology, Productivity, Improvemen
Improvementt Programm, Wastage Management.

INTRODUCTION
Every organization aims for profit. In
today’s international market of decreasing
profit margins, the profit made of the waste
further as through proper workplace
management is obligatory. Thus it’s directly
associated with the competition of the actual
organization
ganization with the rival. Hence the cash
in on the waste and thru the correct working
place management may be created only if
there’ll be a rigorous implementation of
some working place management technique
and that techniques 5S concept. The 5S
method begins
gins each programme of
improvement. It is the tool for serving to the

analysis of processes running on the
workroom. The 5S is the methodology of
creating and maintaining well organized,
clean,
lean, highly effective and high-quality
high
workplace. Its result’s the effective
organization of the workroom, reduction of
work’s setting, elimination of losses
connected with failures and breaks,
improvement of the standard and safety of
labor.
What is ‘5S’
“5S” is one altogether the Japanese
technique that were introduced by Takashi
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Osadain the early1980s [2]. It is basically a
workplace management methodology which
helps
for
improving
the
working
environment, human capabilities and
thereby productivity [6]. The word “5S”
represents the five discipline for maintaining
visual workplace. “5S” is figure place
management to get rid of the loss of little or
no time and unwanted movements in further.
It comprises 5 principles in creating the
organization extremely economical and
effective those are: -

Seiketsu: -(standardize)

Seiri:-(sorting)

2. Stick to the „5S‟ rguideline for proper
workplace management.

1. Perform sorting activity at your
workplace i.e. into wanted and unwanted
things.
2. Remove all the unwanted objects that are
at your working area.
3. Only keep those things that you need.
Seiton:-(set in order)
1. Decide place for everything that you
need.
2. Give proper recognition to it for relieve of
search.
3. Keep everything at its fixed place
afterwards use.
4. Make sure that everything is at its place.
Seiso:-(shine)
1. Always
workplace.

keep

cleanliness

at

your

2. Keep the tools consistently clean after its
use.
3. Areas should be properly marked or
painted.

1. Define quality methods of doing the
work i.e. prepare standard operating
procedure (SOP).
2. Do the work in that method/way only.
3. Maintain the discipline in your work [5].
Shitsuke: -(sustain)
1. Sustain consistency in the method of
doing work [3].

3. Motivate the participation of all, for
consistency in “5S” activities.
4. Perform “5S” activities periodically.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Prof. S. B. Khedkaretal. (2012) this research
is dealt with the implementation of 5S
methodology in the S. P. Plastic Industry
MIDC, Nagpur. 5S implementation impacts
the instructors and workman of the industry
that work within the selected place. By
following the 5S methodology, this research
effort shows significant advancement to
safety, productivity, efficiency, self-esteem
,and housekeeping. The analysis documents
enhancements by using before and after
footage [7].
Harsha Lingareddyetal. (2013) this research
involves the study and change in the
workplace of the manufacturing industry to
the implementation of 5S. This strategy
helps in minimizing the time of producing
and additionally will increase the realm of
labor place. The solution found by the 5S
approach only minimizes many types of
wastes within the production method and
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that finally helps within the development of
the organization. An examination method
has been enforce on the premise of 5S check
lists and therefore the results analyzed to
substantiate nice changes like increasing
potency in production and quality, improves
safety [3].
Jose H. Ablanedo-Rosas etal. (2010) In this
paper results of an empirical study applied
to some Mexican organizations with the
intention
of
understanding
their
implementation
experience, empirical
relationships, and ongoing challenges
associated with the 5S practice are
elaborated. The 5S practice is used as the
basis for advanced quality and continuous
improvement
philosophies
and
the
organization measures the benefits from
5S implementation such as quality
improvement. The 5S observe is worth it
for production and service organizations and
is universal to all or any organizations. The
big challenge is a way to incorporate the 5S
practice in everyone’s (employee’s) life [8].
METHODOLOGY ADOPTED
The name of the method is a short cut for
five steps that help us to achieve a clean
workplace, which is adapted only to work. It
looks that the tidiness may be a matter of
every single worker, however, it’s not like
that. Clean and to figure, adapted workplace
enables the worker to utilize the time, which
he spends on searching for the tools and
equipment. Saving time is not the only
benefit. Another profit when an application
of this technique is quicker fault detection of
the devices; increasing the workroom;
increasing the stocks in the workplace and
additionally improvement of the company

culture. Utilize of this technique is
appropriate altogether areas of the
corporation. The 5S technique consists of
the gradual implementation of those 5 steps:
1. removing all the unnecessary elements
from the workplace. Mark them according to
their need in the area. Different type of
spaces needs a different type of sorting
techniques. For example, a workshop should
be sorted to ensure tidiness every day it will
be used, 2. Positioning necessary elements
to a good reachable place. The main
objectives are forming a regular workplace,
avoiding time loss while searching the
material and mistake proofing work, 3.
Cleaning the workroom and shaping the
areas of improvement. This is because dust,
dirt and wastes are the source of untidiness,
indiscipline, inefficiency, faulty production
and work accidents, 4. Atandardizing of the
first three steps a standard audit system is
usually developed and implemented, 5.
Adherence of established standards and the
confirmation of labor. Maintain consistency
in the method of doing work. Encourage the
participation of all, for consistency in ‟5S”
activities.
PRACTICAL
APPROACH
IMPLEMENTING 5’S

FOR

On the basis of the literature survey and
study, the implementation process of 5’S is
done according to the improvement required
for the service centre, first to find out and
removing process of all broken, old and
unused item that are available in workshop
like empty oil bottles, defective tools, wires,
waste material, spare parts, cardboard boxes,
and cooler, all the display board and charts
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are removed. Secondly the positioning and
storage area is clearly marked for arranging
the resources accordingly. Machine tools
classified and stored by frequency of uses,
safety equipment easily accessible and to the
reach.
Generally,
the
areas
for
improvements are: the quality of the display
board, space utilization in storage area,
providing proper place arrangements for
different spare parts as well as for oil bottles
and finally the main objective is safety
concern.
CONCLUSIONS
(i)
he work is carried out at two wheeler service
centre
of
Gadirepair.com,
the
implementation of the industrial tool 5’S
made a huge change in the service centre,
which successfully showed that 5S
implementation has an effective impact on
the working area of sevicecentre.
(ii)
uring analysis method, after getting familiar
with 5S practice, its implementation and its
advantages for industrial organizations, the
results showed that the technique is
extremely helpful, applicable and useful.
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Before
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where, mi = Initial mass and mf =Final mass
Figure 1: Removal of unneccsary items

Before After

Before Figure 2: Segregation of fasteners
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Figure 3: Engine Oil Storage
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Figure 3: Tools Keeping
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Figure 3: Workshop Racks
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